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Abstract 

Introduction: Identifying people with an increasing risk of diabetes provides a chance to change some factors 
before the occurrence of serious sequelae and permits the expectation of diabetes tendencies and the necessitated 
means to manage emerging diabetes. This current research aimed to screen students versus employees in Rabigh 
campus, King Abdulaziz University for the incidence of prediabetes and diabetes mellitus Type 2. 

Methods: A sample of 279 was proportionally taken from student and employee study groups. Structured 
Modified Diabetic Risk Test (MDRT) questionnaire was adapted to be filled by each participant. Impaired glucose 
tolerance, body mass index, waist circumference and blood pressure of all participants were quantified. This study 
was done from January 2017 to March 2017. 

Results: Higher pre-diabetic and diabetic risks were observed in employee as compared to students 
(ORPre-Dia=4.07 with 95% CI =1.518-10.95; ORDia=2.913 with 95% CI 0.815-10.41). Waist circumference and 
body mass index of students showed significant association with glucose level with p values 0.003 and 0.002 
respectively. 

Conclusion: There are an alarming number of individuals with the risk of being affected by diabetes in both 
students and employees among this study population. These findings emphasize on the need for a primary 
healthcare clinic role in the screening, management, follow up and promoting community awareness of Diabetes 
Mellitus. 
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1. Introduction 

Diabetes and prediabetes are becoming more prevalent worldwide. Globally, during the past 20 years, the 
percentage of individuals with diabetes had increased more than twofold with rapid increase in type 2 diabetes 
(Zimmet, Magliano, Herman, & Shaw, 2014). Diabetes is considered as one of the main health challenges of the 
21stcentury with life-changing complications among people living with this condition. It is expected that 
worldwide, nearly 5,100,000 deaths and more than eight percent of all death causes were regarded as being 
triggered by diabetes in 20-80-year-old patients. Around 415,000,000 persons are currently expected to develop 
diabetes with half of them unaware of it. In addition, there is 318,000,000 individuals show impaired glucose 
tolerance with an amplified diabetes development risk in the upcoming years, adding considerable burden to 
developing and less developed countries (IDF-Atlas, 2015). The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) 
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considered Saudi Arabia among the countries with high diabetes prevalence of around 17.6%. More than 30 
million in the region are likely to experience impaired glucose tolerance and the number of diabetic patients will 
probably reach 72,100,000 by 2040. Diabetes was attributable to three hundred and forty-two thousand demises in 
the region in 2015. More than half of these deaths happened in patients under the age of 60 (IDF-Atlas, 2015). El 
Bcheraoui et al., reported that 14.8% of males and 11.7% of females were diabetic in 2013(El Bcheraoui et al., 
2014). These figures increased with age, accounting for 7.8% among those aged 25-34 and 50.4% among those 
aged 65 and older. Furthermore, prediabetes (borderline diabetes) was present in 15.2% of the Saudi population 
with similar age group. The disturbing rising tendency of diabetes incidence in a Saudi population of thirty million, 
constitutes a main medical and community health problem and a real challenge for health strategic planning 
(Alqurashi, Aljabri, & Bokhari, 2011; Elhadd, Al-Amoudi, & Alzahrani, 2007).  

Quantifying the sum of population affected by diabetes, prediabetes and having the risk to develop diabetes is 
essential to permit balanced planning and distribution of funds and activation of prevention programs for this 
general health problem (Alqurashi et al., 2011). The risk factors related to type2 diabetes (hereafter “diabetes”) 
could be classified into two groups. First, modifiable risk factors that comprise overweight, abdominal obesity, 
fatty sugary diets, impaired glucose tolerance, elevated blood pressure(≥140/90mmHg), and decreased level of 
physical activity (Alberti, Zimmet, & Shaw, 2007). In addition, there is accumulated evidence that indicates 
smoking as a risk factor (Yeh, Duncan, Schmidt, Wang, & Brancati, 2010). The diabetes risk was observed higher, 
around 74% in females smoking >40 cigarettes daily, while this risk was around 45% in male smokers (Will, 
Galuska, Ford, Mokdad, & Calle, 2001). Second, the non-modifiable risk factors are individuals who are more 
than 45 years of age, diabetes in first degree relatives, ethnicity, and history of diabetes in a preceding pregnancy 
(Alberti et al., 2007). Therefore, an idyllic risk evaluation or estimation model for diabetes should include both 
groups of risk factors (Bang et al., 2009). 

The most serious complications associated with diabetes result from micro and/or macro-vascular pathology, and 
poor quality of health (Badran & Laher, 2012). Therefore, great attention has been given to diabetes to prevent its 
critical consequences, starting from recognizing individuals at risk in earlier stages before diagnosis. This process 
has led to the term of prediabetes as an intermediary type of dysglycemia, i.e. prediabetes is a condition of high 
glucose level that has not yet reached a diabetic level. Individuals with impaired glucose tolerance (140 - 200 
mg/dl), glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels between 5.5–6.4%, or fasting glucose (100–126 mg/dl) were defined 
as prediabetic who are at increased risk of developing diabetes and later its lethal complications (Association, 2014; 
Selvin et al., 2010). An individual may be prediabetic for years without knowing it. Prediabetes threatens a higher 
diabetes risk, cardiovascular disorders, especially in females and stroke mortality especially in the presence of 
obesity (IDF-Atlas, 2015; Levitzky et al., 2008; Seshasai, 2011). Prediabetic subjects are at an amplified diabetes 
risk as much as 3-10 times more than healthy individuals and up to 70% of them may develop type 2 diabetes 
during their lifetime (Control & Prevention, 2013). Therefore, detection of prediabetes is crucial, considering the 
possibility of diabetes development. Recognizing prediabetic individuals increases the chance to control certain 
modifiable risk factors before the occurrence of significant consequences. Despite acknowledgment of increasing 
burden of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (DM), relevant data is limited from Saudi Arabia (Alotaibi, Perry, Gholizadeh, 
& Al-Ganmi, 2017). This current research aimed to screen students and employees in Rabigh campus, King 
Abdulaziz University for the incidence of prediabetes and diabetes mellitus Type 2. 

2. Material and Methods 

In total, 279 subjects, from Rabigh campus of King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia were involved in a 
preliminary screening program for prediabetes and diabetes. This study was done from January 2017 to March 
2017.Announcement of the forthcoming research project was distributed by print posters and information sessions 
on campus. Interested participants were first screened in person to decide primary eligibility criteria. The early 
assessment assured that all participants were males, ≥18 years of age, without previously detected diabetes and 
treatment affecting glucose level. All subjects who fulfilled the eligibility criteria and were interested in 
participating in the study were scheduled to join an in-person, onsite screening. A sample size of 279 was 
proportionally allocated to student and employee study groups to detect the difference of 4% in prevalence with 80% 
power of the test and 95% confidence level. 

For this cross-sectional study, questionnaire was adapted and modified from well reputed validated diabetes risk 
tests (ADA, 2017; Makrilakis et al., 2011; Poltavskiy, Kim, & Bang, 2016; Rydén et al., 2014; Yang, Hall, Piccolo, 
Maserejian, & McKinlay, 2015). The first two added questions are modifications taken from the test designed by 
Professor Jaakko Tuomilehto and named Finnish Diabetes Risk Score (FINDRISC) (Tuomilehto et al., 2010). The 
possibility of developing diabetes was calculated depending on the total score of Modified Diabetic Risk Test 
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(MDRT). Provisional scored survey, with 7 questions, was adapted from Poltavskiy &Bang et al. (Bang et al., 2009; 
Poltavskiy et al., 2016). Some modifications were done including exclusion of gender, gestational diabetes and 
age-related questions since all participants were males and more than 95% of them were less than 40 years (score: 
0). These questions were replaced by questions about waist circumference, types of meals, and smoking which are 
type 2 diabetes known risk factors. Six questions; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 & 7- of this MDRT were about behavioral modifiable 
risk factors; physical activity, meal type, blood pressure, smoking, BMI, and waist circumference respectively. 
Question number 4 was related to diabetic status of family members. The score of MDRT ranged from 0-10 and 
any participant who scored 5 or higher was presumed to have an elevated risk of diabetes according to Diabetes 
Risk Test adapted from Bang et al. (Bang et al., 2009; Poltavskiy et al., 2016) (see Appendix A). 
All participants underwent measurement of waist circumference (WC), body mass index (BMI), as well as 
pressure of blood. We followed WHO criteria for those measurements (WHO, 2000, 2011; Zhou et al., 2017). 
Glucose-tolerance was tested using fast gluco-test (Bayer contour instrument with blood glucose test strips). Data 
was collected after acquiring written informed consent. King Abdulaziz University granted this study ethical 
approval in accordance with Helsinki declaration of 1975 and its latest amendments.  

At the end of investigations, all individuals were persuaded to go on a self-monitored; diet, physical activity and 
weight control. Subjects who were at increased risk of being diabetic or prediabetic were advised to visit their 
family physician for confirmation, follow up and required treatment. 

2.1 Data Analysis 

The results were analyzed using IBM SPSS 21 version. Fisher's exact, Linear by Linear Association and chi-square 
tests has been applied to investigate the association of blood glucose levels with various risk factors and p-values 
<0.05 considered significant. Multinomial logistic regression was applied to model the association between blood 
glucose values and Modified Diabetic Risk Test adjusted for group/s. 

3. Results 

The salient measurements of the study populations’ general characteristics are presented in Table 1; the mean age, 
BMI and WC were 22.94 years, 26.18 Kg/m2, and 88.53cm respectively. Table 2 shows blood glucose values 
classification and characteristics of studied population (students and employees); 209 (92.5%) of students had 
normal blood glucose levels (without self-reported diabetes and not prediabetic), 10 (4.4%) were prediabetic and 7 
(3.1%) were diabetic. Of the fifty-three employees, 41 (77.4%), 8 (15.1%), and 4 (7.5%) were normal, prediabetic 
and diabetic. Higher pre-diabetic and diabetic risks were observed in employee as compared to students 
(ORPre-Dia=4.07 with 95% CI =1.518-10.95; ORDia=2.913 with 95% CI 0.815-10.41). Overall 3.9% (n-11) of the 
subjects were presumed to be diabetics as shown in Table 2. Body mass index measurements of students were as 
follow: 122 (54%) were less than 25, 41 (18.1%) were between 25 and <30 and 63 (27.9%) were ≥30. 
Measurements of students’ waist circumference showed that 151 (66.8%) were <94 cm, 48 (21.2%) recorded more 
than 102, and the rest were found to be in between the previous values. A clear majority (92.5%) of the recruited 
students did not consume a healthy diet. 69.5% were physically inactive, 39.4% had a family history of diabetes, 
38% were smokers and 14.1% had elevated blood pressure.  

Recorded measurements of prediabetic students showed that over 80% had a BMI score >25; 60% had WC > 94; 
and 30% had diabetes family history. In addition, 70% were smokers, 80% reported low levels of exercise, and 100% 
had a diet rich in fat, salt, and sugar (Table 2). While the measured values of diabetic students revealed that 71% 
had a BMI score ≥ 30, WC score > 102 and had diabetic first-degree relatives with 85.7% reported low levels of 
exercise and consumed a daily fatty, salty, and sugary diet.  

 

Table 1. General characteristics of the study groups  Participant Groups Number of Participants Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Waist Circumference (cm) 

Students 226 20.55 ± 1.85 26.37 ± 6.95 88.09 ± 16.19 

Employees 53 33.15 ± 10.45 25.43 ± 4.54 90.39 ± 11.71 

Total 279 22.94 ± 6.9 26.18 ± 6.56 88.53 ± 15.45 

 

Body mass index measurements of employees were as follow: 24 (45.3%) were less than 25, 20 (37.7%) were 
between 25 and <30 and 9 (17%) were ≥30. Measurements of their waist circumference showed that 32 (60.4%) 
were <94 cm, 7 (13.2%) recorded more than 102, with the remaining measuring between the previous values. The 
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majority (73.6%) of the recruited employees group did not eat a healthy diet. 62.3% were physically inactive, 45.3% 
had a family history of diabetes, 35.8% were smokers and 17% had elevated blood pressure (Table 2).  

Measurements of prediabetic employees showed that 37.5% had a BMI score > 25; and only 12.5% measured WC 
score > 94. More than 62.5% had a positive diabetes family history, and reported decreased physical activity, in 
addition to a rich fatty, salty and sugary diet (Table 2). The measured values of diabetic employees revealed that 75% 
had a BMI score ≥ 25, 50% with a WC score ≥ 94, 75% had diabetic first-degree relatives and 100% reported low 
levels of exercise and consumed a daily fatty, salty, and sugary diet. 

Significant associations were seen in linear by linear association test among students with prediabetes and diabetes. 
BMI was significantly associated with glucose level with p-value equal to 0.003. There are 7.358 more chances of 
developing prediabetes or diabetes status for those with high BMI/obese students (OR 7.358; 95% CI: 1.386 - 
39.057). Waist circumference is also significantly associated with blood glucose level in the students group with 
p-value equal to 0.002; there is 10.244 times more risk of developing prediabetes or diabetes status for the students 
with a waist circumference larger than 102cm (OR 10.244; 95% CI: 1.919 – 54.689). Smoking, daily physical 
activity, diet and family history did not show statistically remarkable correlation with glucose level. 

 

Table 2. Blood glucose levels by different characteristics of study sample 
    Students Blood Glucose Level 

P-value

Employees Blood Glucose Level 

P-value

  

Normal  
(209) 

Prediabetic 
(10) 

Diabetic  
(7) 

Normal 
(41) 

Prediabetic 
(8) 

Diabetic 
(4) 

BMI 

<25 118 2 2 

0.003a 

18 5 1 

0.885a 25-29.9 38 3 0 15 3 2 

≥30  53 5 5 8 0 1 

WC 

<94 cm 145 4 2 

0.002a 

23 7 2 

0.276a 94-102 cm 23 4 0 11 1 2 

>102 41 2 5 7 0 0 

Elevated 
BP 

No 179 9 6 
0.999b 

33 8 3 
0.409b 

Yes 30 1 1 8 0 1 

Daily 
Physical 
Activity 

Yes 66 2 1 
0.588b 

18 2 0 
0.162b 

No 143 8 6 23 6 4 

Daily 
Meal 

Vegetables 
and fruits 

16 0 1 

0.572b 

12 2 0 

0.643b 
Fatty, salty 
and sugary  

193 10 6 29 6 4 

Family 
History 

No 137 128 7 
0.210b 

29 25 3 
0.252b 

Yes 89 81 3 24 16 5 

Smoking 
No 140 132 3 

0.104b 
34 24 6 

0.281b 
Yes 86 77 7 19 17 2 

BMI: body mass index; WC: waist circumference; BP: blood pressure; a Linear by Linear Association Test is applied; b 
Fishers Exact Test is applied. 

 

The diabetes risk was calculated depending on the total score of Modified Diabetic Risk Test (MDRT) of all 
participants. There were 212 participants with modified diabetic risk test score less than 5, of which 15 were 
prediabetic and 4 were diabetic based on blood glucose level. On the other hand, 57 participants scored 5 or more, 
of which 3 were prediabetic and 7 were diabetic (Table 3). The measurements of blood glucose level and MDRT 
scores were significantly associated since the p-value is 0.008. 

Multinomial Logistic Regression was applied to test the significance of MDRT to classify blood glucose categories 
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(Normal, Prediabetic and Diabetic). Table 4 summarizes the results of Multinomial Logistic Regression, p-value of 
MDRT is 0.005 in diabetic group, so the MDRT is a significant predictor to classify diabetic group. Also, the 
adjusted odds ratio for MDRT in diabetic group is 6.367, i.e. there are 6.367 times more chances of being in 
diabetic group as compared to normal if MDRT score is ≥5 adjusted for group (Students/Employees). 

 

Table 3. Association of Blood Glucose with Modified Diabetic Risk Test Score 

  

  

  

  

Modified Diabetic Risk 
Test Score 

Odds Ratio 

(95% CI) 
Chi-Square  P-Value 

<5 >=5 

Blood Glucose 
Level 

Normal 193 57  

10.198 0.008 Prediabetic 15 3 0.677 (0.189 – 2.422) 

Diabetic 4 7 5.925 (1.675 – 20.963) 

 

Table 4. Multinomial Logistic Regression model to classify Blood Glucose level 

Blood Glucose Level a β 
Std. 
Error

Wald P-Value
Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI for Odds Ratio 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Prediabetic 

MDRT -0.303 0.659 0.212 0.645 0.738b 0.203 2.685 

Group (Students/ 
Employees) 

1.391 0.505 7.58 0.006 4.018 1.493 10.814 

Diabetic 

MDRT 1.851 0.653 8.025 0.005 6.367 b 1.769 22.919 

Group (Students/ 
Employees) 

1.205 0.673 3.207 0.073 3.335 0.892 12.466 

aThe reference category is: Normal, b Odds Ratio adjusted for Group. 

 

4. Discussion 

Proper usage of screening is a key factor in avoiding and controlling diabetes (Badran & Laher, 2012). Several 
diabetic risk scores were used to recognize subjects with increased diabetes risk (ADA, 2017; Al-Lawati & 
Tuomilehto, 2007; Bang et al., 2009; Makrilakis et al., 2011; Poltavskiy et al., 2016; Rydén et al., 2014; Yang et al., 
2015). At present, risk score test for diabetes is internationally standardized and existing ones need to be tested 
among diverse groups in real-world settings (Bang et al., 2009). This study used questions from diabetic risk test of 
American Diabetes Association and Finnish Diabetes Risk Score with little modification ensuring its suitability for 
the participants of the present study (ADA, 2017; Bang et al., 2009; Makrilakis et al., 2011). 

The outcomes of the current research revealed that 3.9% of the subjects are presumed to be undiagnosed diabetics 
and in need of further follow up and investigations for confirmation. This result is similar to El Bcheraoui et al. 
results and other relevant studies (Alqurashi et al., 2011; El Bcheraoui et al., 2014; Elhadd et al., 2007; IDF-Atlas, 
2015). In addition, results revealed that 4.4% of students and 15.1% of employees were found to be suggestive of 
being prediabetic, which is also in harmony with the findings of Bcheraoui et al (2014) for similar age group of 
employees but not for students. Furthermore, the analysis of the study showed that commonly known diabetes 
behavioral risk factors (namely; blood pressure, smoking and family history) are poor predictors of prediabetes and 
diabetes, which presents contradiction with other studies (Grossman & Messerli, 2008; Willi, Bodenmann, Ghali, 
Faris, & Cornuz, 2007).  

Higher BMI and large WC increased the probability of prediabetes or diabetes more than seven folds and ten folds 
respectively. These significant findings indicate that BMI and WC are key indicators of prediabetes as well as 
diabetes. The strength of waist circumference results is backed up by a study that tested the inter-relationships 
among demographic factors, physical activity and poor diet on prediabetes and concluded that a large WC had the 
greatest effect on prediabetes (Bardenheier et al., 2013). In addition, findings from the National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)2009-2010 has reported that the significance of sleep disorders on 
diabetes is attenuated when body mass index is included in the model, where the odds ratio for diabetes drops from 
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2.04 (1.40, 2.95) to 1.38 (0.95, 2.00). They conclude that the subject’s obesity status plays a central role in the 
effect of sleep disorders on diabetes (Liu, Hay, & Faught, 2013). Other studies have shown that BMI adjustment 
attenuates the association amongst the quality of diet and diabetes (Harding et al., 2004; Villegas et al., 2006), 
which supports our findings of BMI being a significant predictor of prediabetes and diabetes. The outcomes of the 
current study are in harmony with several other studies which have shown relation between diet and the risk of 
diabetes and prediabetes (Carter, Gray, Troughton, Khunti, & Davies, 2010; Esposito & Giugliano, 2011; 
McNaughton, Dunstan, Ball, Shaw, & Crawford, 2009).However ,they also contradict a few other studies which 
have shown no association between diet quality, specifically total fat intake and red meat, and diabetic risk (Aune, 
Ursin, & Veierød, 2009; Salmeron et al., 2001). The significant relation between increased BMI and WC with both 
prediabetes and diabetes may help guide future primary and secondary prevention programs where in addition to 
socioeconomic factors, BMI and large WC may need to be considered more important for better outcomes. 
Bardenheier and colleagues (Bardenheier et al., 2013) concluded that a large WC had the greatest effect on 
prediabetes, which is corresponding to our findings.  

This study showed no association between few known diabetic risk factors and prediabetes. This may be explained 
by the fact that prediabetes is considered an early precursor state indicating likely eventual development of 
diabetes, and not the eventual established diabetes state itself in which the associated risk factors are more evident 
and strongly associated. Moreover, while the majority of prediabetic cases may end up being diagnosed with 
diabetes, not all cases will be; therefore, the expected relationship of known diabetes risk factors with prediabetes 
is diluted. 

Besides BMI and WC, our study findings showed a considerable number of participants are at risk of being 
diabetic, according to Modified Diabetic Risk Test score based on the contributing factors including low level of 
physical activity, and bad eating habits. These results are in harmony with the outcomes of many studies which 
reported that obesity, sedentary lifestyle, physical inactivity and bad eating habits are the foremost reasons for 
diabetic prevalence increase in Saudi Arabia (Al-Lawati & Tuomilehto, 2007; Al-Nozha et al., 2007; Al Hazzaa, 
2004; Alqurashi et al., 2011).  

Physical direct measures such as BMI and waist circumference may serve as a lifetime proxy for diet quality and 
level of physical activity compared to self-reported measures of health behaviors, taken at a single time point. 
While the reliability of self-reports of health conditions may be questioned, there is evidence that they are 
generally well correlated with medical record review (Okura, Urban, Mahoney, Jacobsen, & Rodeheffer, 2004; 
Sauver et al., 2005).  

Some limitations exist in this study. Fasting glucose was only measured once and may be subject to measurement 
error. The fact that measures are obtained at a single time point may reduce the likelihood of finding significant 
differences as research has shown that repeated measures of health behaviors may increase the significance and the 
effect size of such modifiable behaviors (Stringhini et al., 2010). The questionnaire was adapted and modified 
from two validated questionnaires, but this modified questionnaire used in this study needs to be tested and 
validated in further studies on larger population in similar or diverse settings. This study was planned in Rabigh 
campus, King Abdulaziz University, considering feasible conduction of study procedures including required 
measurements for screening and access to students representing local community (mostly Rabigh residents) as 
compared to conduction in community. The composition of the sample which covers only young to middle aged 
males is another limitation of the study. Countervailing strengths of this study include consideration of recognized 
behavioral risk factors, allowing assessment of their independent and joint influences on prediabetic and diabetic 
status. Additionally, further exploration among similar and other diverse community settings may also assist in 
better generalization of the findings. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the Modified Diabetic Risk Test of the present study can be a suitable tool for use as a preliminary 
tool in a screening program to predict the risk of developing prediabetes and diabetes but needs further exploration 
on larger population. Our results showed that BMI and WC were consistent predictors of prediabetes outcomes. 
The study findings have both clinical and public health impact: many different risk factors (including body mass 
index and waist circumference) are variably related to diabetes, prediabetes, and offer variably effective 
opportunities for primary and secondary prevention. By identifying the salient risk factors, future primary and 
secondary prevention initiatives can be more precisely targeted, resulting in more effective and cost-efficient 
outcomes. 
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Appendix A 

 

 

 

 

 

 Weight     Height   Body mass index 

 Waste circumference 

 Blood pressure 

 Glucose in blood:            Fasting                  Random 

  

 

 

 

 

1. Do you usually have daily at least 30 M physical activity?  

a) Yes (0 point)  

b)  No (1 point)  

2. What is your main meal? 

a) Daily vegetables and fruits (0 point)            

b) Daily fatty, salty, sugary food (1 point)                         

3. Have you ever been diagnosed with high blood pressure? 

a) Yes (1 point) 

b) No (0 point) 

4. Do you have mother, father, sister or brother with diabetes? 

a)  Yes (1 point) 

b)  No (0 point)  

5. Do you smoke nowadays? 

a) Yes (1 point) 

b)  No (0 points)  

6. Body mass index? 

a) Lower than 25Kg/m2 (0 points)  

b) 25-30   Kg/m2 (1 points) 

c) Higher than 30 Kg/m2 (2 points) 

d) Higher than 40 Kg/m2 (3 points) 

7. Waist circumference below the ribs? 

a) Less than 94 cm (0 points)       

b) 94-102 cm (1 points)  

c) More than 102 (2 points) 

 

  

Screening of prediabetes and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in Rabigh, Saudi Arabia 

Write your score

Modified Diabetic Risk Test (MDRT) 

Total Score: 
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If you scored 5 or higher: 

You are at increased risk for having type 2 diabetes. However, only your doctor can tell for sure if you do have 
type 2 diabetes or prediabetes (a condition that precedes type 2 diabetes in which blood glucose levels are 
higher than normal). Talk to your doctor to see if additional testing is needed. 
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